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LOSA-X: Expandable 3D Motion Tracking System
Hailin Ren, Student Member, IEEE, Anil Kumar, Member, IEEE, and Pinhas Ben-Tzvi , Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— This paper presents a novel, low-cost, expandable
3D motion tracking system with the ability to adapt to dynamic
background illumination. The proposed system consists of multiple tracker modules equipped with a linear optical sensor
arrays and a 9-DOF inertial measurement unit for position
and orientation tracking of a wireless IR-LED illuminated
active marker. This paper presents an extended Kalman filterbased sensor fusion architecture for combining data acquired
from multiple trackers and marker for enhanced accuracy and
operational range. The marker system adaptively adjusts the
LED intensity to optimize energy consumption and measurement
accuracy. The proposed system’s ability to extract background
illumination allows it to be robust toward differences in scene
illuminations, both static and dynamic. Detailed hardware design
and performance evaluation through experimentation have been
discussed in this paper.
Index Terms— 3D motion tracking, expandable workspace,
background removal, adaptive sensing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE ability to track three-dimensional motion is vital
in many industrial and academic research applications
including machine vision and robotics. Applications such as
robot navigation [1], [2], virtual reality [3], [4] and augmented
reality [5], [6] require real time processing and low-latency
motion capture systems. Medical applications such as gait
analysis [7], [8], filmmaking, and video development applications require systems with high accuracy to reconstruct the
3D pose of actors [9] or capture subtle movements such as
facial expressions [10]. Applications like virtual reality and
augmented reality heavily rely on accurate motion tracking
while recording the subject in real-time for the construction
of a virtual scenario. This requirement is not limited to
applications in structured indoor environments. Motion capture
systems are also deployed for outdoor applications [11] and
underwater activities [12].
Depending on the type of object being tracked, motion
capture systems can be classified into two categories: markerbased [13] and marker-less systems [14]. Marker-less systems
do not require subjects to wear special equipment for tracking.
Usually, such systems rely on imagery obtained from multiple
cameras and track the 3D representation of the subject using
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optical flow based methods [15]. To improve accuracy, such
systems opt for a model based approach to extract and track
parts of interest [16].
In contrast to marker-less, marker-based motion capture
systems are often self-contained systems and require less postprocessing for accurate tracking. Such systems often rely
on sensing modalities like, radio wave [17], inertial [18],
LED [19], magnetic, retro-reflective [20], or markers of any
combination therein to track motion [21]. Based on the
marker’s illumination, marker-based systems can be divided
into passive markers [22], activate markers, or semi-passive
marker systems [23].
Passive marker systems deploy simple and lightweight
reflective markers onto subjects to limit the effects of the
marker on the motion of subject. Most commercial motion
tracking systems like Optitrack™ [24], Vicon™ [25], and
Qualisys™ [26] use reflective markers which are coated with
a retroreflective material to reflect light that is generated near
the camera lenses. These kinds of systems require multiple
cameras to be located around the subjects to cover the entire
motion. Active marker systems such as Phasespace™ [27]
utilize different frequency LED lights to generate unique
identifiers for each LED, which also solves the correspondence
issue. Active markers are designed to emit light by themselves
and the tracking system triangulates their positions. Multiple
markers with different color LEDs can be used to track
specific subjects. Such marker systems usually have a high
signal to noise ratio and high measurement resolution which
can degrade with distance (inverse square law). Another kind
of marker system is the semi-passive imperceptible marker
system, such as in Prakash [23]. Prakash uses an LED with
a passive binary mask as the transmitter and a photosensor
as the receiver. A set of optical transmitters are placed to
encode the volume of interest spatiotemporally while photosensors demultiplex the coded optical signals from multiple
transmitters to compute the receiver’s position and orientation.
Besides the optical marker system mentioned above, other
marker systems such as Pozyx™ [17] utilize ultra-wideband
RF technology for positioning. For 3D positioning, at least five
modules are needed, where four non-coplanar modules work
as anchors and track position of another module installed on
the subject. Many researchers have explored use of line scan
cameras based stereovision systems for estimating motion of a
LED light source (marker) [28]–[30]. However such systems,
while using expensive sensors and optics, rely only on vision
sensing which have limited field of view and suffer significant
performance degradation with increased distance.
Whereas commercial motion tracking systems such as
Vicon, Phasepace and Optitrack are too expensive for general
use, cheaper systems such as Pozyx and Kinect [31] are not
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.

LOSA-X motion capture system.

accurate enough. To overcome both of these limitations, this
paper presents an expandable motion tracking system which
offers millimeter level accuracy while being low cost. The
proposed tracking system, LOSA-X is built upon previous
generation system: the Linear Optical Sensor Array (LOSA)
tracking system [21]. Equipped with newer communication
architecture, LOSA-X offers higher accuracy, sensing volume, and update rates at a lower cost by simultaneously
using multiple trackers. The proposed system uses Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) to fuse multi-sensor data obtained from
deployed trackers and active marker. The system also features
background illumination removal techniques to estimate and
remove background illumination from raw sensor data and
isolate the light source of the active marker. This paper
presents two trackers-one marker configuration of the proposed
system and evaluates its performance.
II. LOSA-X T RACKING S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
The LOSA-X motion capture system comprises of multiple
tracker modules, a multi-LED illuminated active marker module, and a host computer as shown in Fig. 1. Each module
is equipped with a Wi-Fi transceiver module to enable highspeed wireless communication amongst each other. With a
9-DOF IMU and unique line-of-light optics, the proposed
system is capable of estimating the orientation and position
of the active marker with respect the tracker modules. Similar
to LOSA [21], the proposed system makes use of planar stereo
triangulation for obtaining the position estimates using the
optical sensor arrays as line-scan cameras. The host computer
fuses the marker position measurements from each of the
tracker modules, along with the inertial measurements from
the marker’s IMU to track the position and attitude of the
marker with high accuracy and precision.
Due to multicast wireless architecture, the proposed system
can be operated in either ‘computer central’ or ‘tracker central’
modes depending on the final data collection node (computer or tracker). The marker, trackers, and the computer all
wirelessly communicate with each other and work in tandem
as a single system to estimate the position and attitude of
the maker in real-time with high accuracy. In this paper,
the computer-centralized architecture has been used for all
experiments. In this mode of operation, all trackers and the
marker communicate with the host computer directly via a
WiFi router for data sharing and operational feedback.

Hardware schematic of the LOSA tracking system.

Mechanically, the LOSAX tracker modules is ‘cross (+)’
shaped planer sensing device (made up of a printed circuit
board (PCB) substrate) consisting of a central computing
circuit with four sensor modules. Each of the four sensor
modules are connected to the central computing board via
PCB arms, which serve as both mechanical and electrical links.
The sensor module enclosure has multiple slots that act as the
camera obscura and the camera apertures. Each diagonally
opposed sensor module pair forms a stereoscopic line-scan
camera pair. The stereoscopic baseline distance is 450 mm for
each sensor module pair. The central board has an ABS 3-D
printed enclosure, which not only covers and protects it, but
also houses a rechargeable battery and helps in mounting the
tracker to poles and other rigid structures.
A. Tracker Module Implementation
Each tracker module is controlled using an ARM cortex
M4 microcontroller (MCU) mounted on the central computing
board. The MCU interfaces with 8 TSL1401R LOSAs (two on
each of the four sensor modules), one MPU9250 IMU, and an
IR receiver sensor for remote control. The central computing
board also hosts an ESP8266 Wi-Fi module (manufactured
by Espressif Systems) to enable high-speed communication
between the trackers and other systems. Figure 2 shows
schematics of the tracker module. Each tracker module is
battery-powered (although USB power is possible). The IR
(remote) receiver sensor (TSMP6000) is placed at the center
of the tracker module to determine the visibility and lighting
of the active LED marker. The IR receiver sensor is essentially
a band pass filter which responds only to light flashing at high
frequencies between 20 and 60 kHz. The receiver responds to
flashing light generated by the active marker at this frequency
range by returning a pulse width modulation (PWM) output.
A multistage passive RC low pass filter is built between the
IR sensor and the MCU to obtain the analog signal from the
PWM output. The tracker can use this analog signal to detect
the presence of a marker.
In order to improve the precision of the position measurement without sacrificing the update rate, the LOSA-X
system deploys two TSL1401CL 128-pixel LOSAs in each
sensor module. The optical sensor’s photodiodes have a peak
sensitivity at 780 nm light, which is very close to the infrared
LED wavelength used on the active marker.
With the high-speed sampling capability of the MCU’s
analog to digital convertors (ADC) at 1 Msps, the system
takes approximately 600 μs to read the raw data consisting
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Fig. 3.

Sensor module enclosure with multiple slots.

of 1024 data points. The raw data is then passed into software
implemented low pass filter (one filter per photodiode) to
generate refined data for position estimation. It takes additional
400 μs to process the raw data and calculate the position
estimate. The sampling period is fixed to 3 ms. The system
nodes talk to each other using User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
messages, at a communication update rate of nearly 300 Hz.
The wireless feedback of the light intensity from the tracker to
the marker has also been included to avoid sensor saturation
and power inefficiency by adjusting the illumination intensities
of the LEDs on the marker.
Similar to the previous iteration [21], a three slot pinhole
design was implemented on the LOSA sensor module obscura.
As shown in Fig 3, the slot geometry ensures that at any point
during operation, only one of the three light beams passing
through the cover form an image on the LOSA photosensitive
surface. This virtually creates one LOSA sensor for each of the
three optical slots and therefore increases the effective sensor
resolution threefold. Furthermore, placing two LOSA sensors
in opposite directions in one sensor module also increase the
robustness of detecting slot changes as the marker moves from
one field of view to another. The height of the sensor was set
to 12 mm to get field of view, γ , of 90°.
B. Active LED Marker Implementation
The active marker is a small polyhedron, cube in this
iteration, with an independently controlled high power, near
IR LED on each surface and an MEMS IMU sensor fitted within. The cube structure enables the marker to emit
light in any direction using its six LEDs. All of the LEDs
are illuminated independently via PWM intensity control
mode at a PWM frequency of 30 kHz using a Diode Inc.
AL8805 LED driver IC with a >1 MHz switching frequency.
By adjusting the PWM duty cycle of each LED, directed
illumination can be generated from the active marker at a
constant flashing frequency of 30 kHz. The proposed marker
uses an InvenSense™ MPU9250® as its IMU to estimate its
orientation and position with respect to the tracker modules.
The active marker is connected to a controller board where
an ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller is mounted to regulate the
intensity of each LED and process motion data from the IMU.
Figure 4 shows the active marker along with its controller
board.
III. S YSTEM S ELF C ALIBRATION AND O PERATION
As the proposed system is designed to work in user defined
workspace, there are multiple system parameters which need
to be estimated beforehand. Prior to operation the system

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Active marker with its control board.

Operations flowchart of the LOSAX motion tracking system.

performs a self-calibration operation for automatically estimating these parameters. The whole system calibration operation
can be divided into three phases: self-calibration, Line of
Sight (LoS) estimation, and motion tracking. Figure 5 shows
the operational flow chart of the proposed system.
A. System Self Calibration
Once powered on, both the marker and tracker modules
enter into the self-calibration phase to automatically estimate
system topology and work environment. During this mode,
the marker estimates its IMU sensor offsets whereas the
trackers estimate both the IMU offsets and the environmental
background lighting as seen by optical sensor modules. During
this phase, the marker LEDs are turned off and it is assumed
that both the trackers and marker remain stationary. Due to
this assumption, the mean value obtained for the gyroscope
readings from the IMUs correspond to the gyroscopic drift
whereas the mean value from the accelerometer represents the
gravity vector. These gravity and gyroscope drift vectors are
stored for later use during the motion-tracking phase.
Similarly, the scene perceived by the LOSA sensor modules
can be assumed to be the background illumination. The linescan images captured from the LOSA sensor modules are
stored in a buffer to estimate the mean background. During
this phase, the proposed system also initializes wireless communication between modules and logs their presence into the
host PC and the marker by sending UDP messages. Once all
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of these processes complete, the tracker modules send UDP
messages to the marker to indicate that they are ready for LoS
estimation. The self-calibration phase ends when the marker
receives a ready message from all trackers.
B. Line of Sight Estimation
Similar to [21], the proposed system uses ‘Line of
Sight’ (LoS) vector for directed illumination of the marker
and to estimate its attitude with respect to the tracker modules.
The LoS vector is defined as a unit vector pointing towards
the marker from the tracker center. As the proposed system
has multiple tracker modules, LoS vectors for each tracker are
estimated and tracked. The LoS is further used for directed
illumination of the marker, making it power efficient by
powering only the LEDs facing the trackers.
During the LoS estimation phase, the marker turns on one
LED on at a time in a predefined order for a fixed duration
of time and sends the LED status to the tracker modules.
The tracker modules then send back the received LED light
intensity as a feedback. Based on this LED intensity feedback,
the marker computes the LoS vector for each of the tracker
modules. Assuming N tracker modules in the LOSA system,
the LoS vector to any jth tracker module can be determined on
the basis of LED index, i, and intensity feedback, Ii j , received
from the concerned module. Once the maximum intensities
from all trackers for the six LEDs on the marker are received,
the LoS vector can be estimated. The LoS vector (r j ) for the
jth module can be calculated as,






(1)
r j =
Ii j Vi
Ii j
i

i

where, Vi represents the outward illumination vector for the
i th LED on the marker.
C. Background Elimination
As the LOSA sensor modules are sensitive to a broad
spectrum of light, the ambient/background illumination may
severely affect detection of the active marker in the line scan
images. The proposed sensor system makes novel use of IR
remote receivers to identity and subtract background illumination from the LOSA images. The background illumination
removal not only eliminates the need for IR-pass filters (as
used on the previous generation) for identification of markers
in the images, but also enables the LOSA-X system to perform
in outdoor environments with multiple or complex sources of
illumination. This process is completed through cooperation
between the trackers and markers.
The background elimination process consists of two cyclically repeating operational modes: background sensing and
background removal. The background-sensing mode lasts only
for a fraction of the time of the position-sensing mode. During
this mode, the active marker turns off the LED illumination,
which is detected by the tracker through the IR receiver at
the onset of the background-sensing mode. In this mode,
the tracker starts filling and updating an adjustable depth
LOSA image buffer with five images per LOSA to capture
the background illumination as perceived by each LOSA pixel.

Fig. 6.

Background subtraction in LOSA image.

The background illumination image is computed taking pixelwise mean of LOSA background buffers. As the system transitions from the background sensing to the background removal
mode, the foreground-marker image is computed by pixel-wise
subtraction of the most recent background illumination image
from the most recent acquired LOSA image. As the trackers
are assumed to be stationary during operation, the static
background doesn’t change and can be estimated and corrected
for reliably. Figure 6 shows the extracted foreground marker
image for one of the LOSA sensors during the background
illumination process.
D. Position and Attitude Measurement
Each tracker module in the LOSA-X system can estimate
the marker position in its frame of reference by using planer
stereo triangulation [21]. For each LOSA module pair, the 2D
position of the marker (X, Z ) can be estimated as follows:
h
xA + xB
, Z =b
(2)
X =b
2(x A − x B )
xA − xB
where b represents the baseline distance between the stereoscopic LOSA pairs and h is the height of the aperture slot
above the LOSA sensor surface. Also, x A and x B represent the
position of the marker’s light peak in background eliminated
marker images from the stereoscopic sensor pair. The sub-pixel
accurate marker peak position was estimated taking weighted
mean of the image indices in a 7-pixel wide
window (empirically optimized) with weights being the intensity value in the background removed marker image. With four
LOSAs in each stereovision pair (two on each side), there
are four stereo-pair combinations possible in each sensing
plane. Position estimates were computed for all the four stereopair combinations and the average value of the 2D position
coordinates was retained and used for motion tracking.
By fusing 2D position estimates from the horizontal and
vertical stereoscopic pairs, the 3D position of the marker can
be computed. Along with estimating the position of the marker,
each tracker continuously updates the attitude of the marker in
its own frame using LoS and the gravity vectors. Note that the
LoS vector of each tracker module coincides with the initial
position estimate vector from each module. The rotation matrix
from any tracker Ti to marker m can be obtained as follows,


−1
∧
∧
∧
∧
∧
∧ 
=
Tm
r i m g (ri × m g) Ti p Ti g
Ti
Ti p × Ti g
(3)
where, r represents LoS, g represent gravity vector, p represents the 3D position vector of the marker, and ^represents
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low pass filters and high speed wireless communication are
running on the microprocessors and WiFi modules. Using a
similar modeling method that was applied in [32], the nonlinear stochastic processes of the LOSA-X system can be
expressed as,


−
→
xk = f (xk−1 , uk−1 ) + wk−1
w k ∈ N 0 , Qk ,
yk = h (xk ) + vk

−
→
(5)
vk ∈ N 0 , R k

Fig. 7.

Coordinate system for generic multi-tracker LOSA-X topology.

the unit vector normalization operation. For computational
convenience, the attitude estimates are stored and computed
in quaternion form whenever possible. The rotation matrix
T can also be written in terms of the unit quaternion vector
q = [ q0 q1 q2 q3 ]T as
Tm
s (q)
⎡

1 − 2(q22 + q32 )
= ⎣ 2(q1 q2 + q0 q3 )
2(q1 q3 − q0 q2 )

2(q1 q2 − q0 q3 )
1 − 2(q12 + q32 )
2(q2 q3 + q0 q1 )

⎤
2(q1 q3 + q0 q2 )
2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 ) ⎦
1 − 2(q12 + q2 )
(4)

The quaternion, q, is updated by integrating the angular rates
on the microcontroller that are then sent to the PC for data
fusion.
IV. M ULTI T RACKER F USION
In the proposed multiple tracker system, each tracker can
provide a pose estimation of the active marker in the form of
Cartesian coordinates and quaternions. The trackers triangulate
the marker using the LOSA sensors while the orientation
information of the marker is obtained from the IMU attached
to the marker. The LOSA-X tracking system fuses inertial
data from the marker with the position estimates from each of
the tracker modules for robust motion tracking. An Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) has been applied to solve the nonlinear
state system to provide more robust and stable pose estimation
of the active marker.
A. System Modeling
At the lowest level, each tracker module in the system is
designed to fuse optical position estimates from LOSA sensors
and inertial data from the active marker to obtain the pose
of the marker in the local frame of reference. Out of all the
tracker modules in the system, one tracker is assigned as the
master node by assigning its coordinate frame of reference as
a global frame of reference. At a higher system level, pose
estimates from each tracker are fused to obtain the position
and pose of the marker in the master tracker module frame
with better accuracy than a single tracker. Figure 7 shows
the generic coordinate system for the proposed system, where
cyan and magenta colored rays represent LoS vectors (r) and
3D positon vectors (p) respectively for each of the tracker
modules. Similar to the implementation in [21], the EKF is
deployed on the PC in LabVIEW® while raw data collection,

where, f , h are the state transition and measurement models,
xk is the state vector of the system at time step k, uk is
the control input vector applied to the system, wk and vk are
the process and measurement noise vectors of the nonlinear
system, respectively. The noise vectors wk and vk are assumed
to follow multivariate Gaussian distributions where Qk and Rk
are the covariance matrices of those distributions, respectively.
In the propose system model, the state vector, xk , is represented in terms of the position, p, velocity, v, and unit rotation
quaternion, q, of the marker with respect to each of the tracker
modules as follows:


(6)
xk = T1 pk T1 vk T1 qk Ti pk Ti qk 2≤i≤N
where, N and T1 represent the number of tracker modules in
the system topology and master tracker module, respectively.
The linear acceleration of the active marker is chosen as the
input vector to the system. To express the acceleration in the
main tracker frame, the rotation matrix between the marker and
main tracker is updated through the measured angular velocity
from the IMU on the marker. The input of the system at time
step k, uk , can be expressed as,
uk = T(T1 qk−1 ) M ak − T1 ak

(7)

where T(q) represents the rotation matrix (based on most
recent attitude estimates) mapping quantities in the marker’s
frame of reference to the master tracker’s frame and a represents the measured acceleration vector from the IMU on the
marker, M, and the master tracker, T1 , module, respectively.
The state transition model can be described as follows:
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
2
M pk
M pk−1 + M vk−1 .δt + 0.5uk δt
⎢ M vk ⎥ ⎢
⎥
M vk−1 + uk δt
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ M qk ⎥ = ⎢ M q
⎥
(8)
k−1 + q̇( M qk , M ωk−1 ).δt ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎣ Ti pk ⎦ ⎣
⎦
Ti pk−1
Ti qk
Ti qk−1
1<i≤N
where δt is the interval between two consecutive time steps,
and the quaternion rate, q̇(q, ω), is updated from the measured
angular rates ω = [ ωx ω y ωz ] by
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
q3
−q2
q1
q0
0
⎥
⎥
⎢
1⎢
q
q
q
−q
ω
1
2
3
0⎥⎢ x ⎥
q̇(q, ω) = ⎢
(9)
q0
q3 ⎦ ⎣ ω y ⎦
2 ⎣ q2 −q1
q3 −q0 −q1 −q2
ωz
The measured position, velocity and acceleration of the
marker are chosen as the observable system variables.
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The observation model of the system can be written as follows:
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
pk
M
M rk
⎢
⎥
⎢ M vk ⎥ ⎢
 M vk
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ 
⎥
v
−
v
T
M
k
M
k−1
⎢ M ak ⎥ = ⎢ T M qk
+g ⎥
⎢ M
⎥ ⎢
⎥
δt
⎥
⎣ T rk ⎦ ⎢
T( p − p )
i
⎣
⎦
q
)
T(
Ti k
M k
Ti k
Mv
Ti k
T(Ti qk )T M vk
1<i≤N
(10)
B. EKF Implementation
The sensor fusion in the proposed system was implemented using Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) on the basis
of the state transition and observation model shown in equation (8) and (10). In each iteration, the state estimates and
covariance estimate are updated using prediction and correction (innovation) stages of the EKF as follows:




Fig. 8.

Dynamic bright background illumination removal.

x k|k = xk|k−1 + Kk ỹ, Pk|k = (I − Kk Hk ) Pk|k−1

x̂ k|k−1 = f (xk−1|k−1 , uk−1 ), Pk|k−1 = Fk Pk−1|k−1 FkT + Qk
(11)
where,






ỹ = yk − h x k|k−1 , {Fk , Hk } = ∂ f /∂x, ∂h/∂x x=x̂

k|k−1

T
Kk = Pk|k−1 HkT S−1
k and Sk = Hk Pk|k−1 Hk + Rk .

,

(12)

Here, the variables ỹ, Sk , Fk , H k , K k , and I represent the innovation residuals, innovation covariance matrix, state transition
noise covariance matrix, observation noise covariance matrix,
Kalman gain matrix, and identity matrix, respectively.
V. E XPERIMENTS AND E VALUATION
A. Background Light Immunity
To test the background rejection capability and adaptability to different lighting conditions of the proposed system,
portable light sources are used to imitate dynamically varying bright light environments. Different lighting patterns are
applied to prove the system’s adaptability in both diverse
static lighting conditions and dynamic lighting conditions.
Figure 8 shows three samples of marker images captured
while changing the background illumination. The peak value
after the background removal process in all situation ranges
from 9 to 12 pixels which is bright enough to be detected
reliably by the system.
Fig. 9.

Position measurement with Pozyx and Qualisys.

B. Motion Tracking Capability
To evaluate the position estimation capability of the proposed system, the motion of the marker was tracked using a
two–tracker (namely Tracker1 and Tracker2) LOSA-X system
prototype. In the experimental setup, the marker is mounted
on a rod hinged on an optical table and constrained to move in
plane on a circular trajectory of radius 260 mm with respect to
the hinge position. The tracker modules are placed at different
locations with respect to the marker module with the position
accurately measured using laser range finders. As the motion
of the maker is constrained to a circle and with relative position
known, the estimated position estimates of the marker can be

compared against the expected trajectory for system evaluation
while rotating the marker in a circular motion. Figure 9A
compares the position estimates from system with the expected
trajectory at different operating ranges. The black circles show
the ground truth; blue and red dots show the estimates from
LOSA System (single tracker) [21] and the proposed LOSAX (2 tracker configuration), respectively; the blue dots show
the fused position estimates. Figures 9B and 9C show similar
trajectory results obtained from commercially available motion
tracking systems Qualisys [26] (in 10-camera configuration)
and Pozyx [17], respectively.
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Fig. 10. Position accuracy of proposed LOSA-X system, LOSA and
Qualisys tracking systems at different operating ranges.

Fig. 11. Orientation measurement with VN200 INS and the proposed LOSAX tracking system.

TABLE I
S ENSORS S PECIFICATIONS AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

VN200 INS/AHRS sensor is attached to the active marker
as a reference. In this experiment, the marker, along with the
VN200, is rotated around each axis by approximately 90° in
a clear space to obtain orientation data. Figure 11 shows the
comparison of roll, pitch and yaw estimates from both
the VN200 and LOSA-X system. Attitude estimates from
the proposed sensor closely matched with those from the
VN200 sensor.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

C. Performance Evaluation
For quantitative analysis, mean absolute value and standard
deviation of the position error were observed in experiments
conducted at different operating distances. Figure 10 shows
the mean error and standard deviation of position estimates
from LOSA System, Qualisys tracking system and the proposed
LOSA-X System. Compared to single tracker measurements
(LOSA system), fused multi-tracker LOSA-X position estimates provide better tracking accuracy. Up to 55% reduction
in position estimation error was achieved using the proposed
sensor fusion technique over the previous generation LOSA
tracking system. Commercial products such as Pozyx [17]
and Qualisys [26] were also evaluated in similar experiments
for performance comparison. Qualisys system (equipped with
10 cameras) delivered excellent motion tracking accuracy with
high repeatability. Motion tracking accuracy from the Pozyx
motion tracker was poorer than expected and hence was not
plotted in Figure 10. We believe that the reason behind the
poor performance of Pozyx is the multipath reflections (in
indoor environment) along with the use of directional antennas
of the sensor. Table 1 shows system specifications of the
proposed LOSA-X and other sensors used in experiments.
To assess the accuracy of the attitude estimates obtained
from the LOSA-X system, a commercially available

In this work, we presented a novel multi-sensor expandable
motion tracking system with significant upgrades over its
previous generation tracking system. The proposed tracking
system is able to reliably reject dynamic background illumination, thereby eliminating the need for an IR filter and
enabled the system to operate outdoor. Furthermore, the use
of multiple tracker modules enabled the system to expand the
tracking volume as per operational needs. This also increases
the accuracy of the system up to 55% compared to the previous
generation system. Furthermore, the motion tracking accuracy
of the proposed system was estimated to be comparable to
a 100 times more expansive state of the art motion tracking system. With the incorporation of Wi-Fi communication,
this system enables high speed communication between each
module. All of these changes allow for the proposed system
to achieve high precision low-cost 3D tracking for a wide
range of indoor and outdoor applications. Multiple experiments validated performance improvements introduced in
this system.
Currently, position calibration is performed for each tracking module to refine the position estimation; however, this
is not suitable for mass production. Automated assembly
and better machining techniques should mitigate some of
these limitations. Currently, the tracking module and marker
module shift most of the computational burden to the PC
due to the limits on the computing ability of the currently
deployed microprocessor. This increases communication delay
within the system. A more powerful microprocessor/embedded
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computer would remove the dependence on the PC for computation and allow for simultaneous data fusion with a large
number of trackers in the system. In both the LOSA/LOSA-X
tracking systems, only one active marker is allowed to be
tracked at a time. This is due to the single spectrum of light
used in the tracking system where no identification pattern is
deployed to distinguish between different markers. However,
tracking independent objects at the same time is a requirement
in many applications. Time multiplexing can be introduced
into the system for tracking multiple markers at the cost of
lower update frequency.
Ongoing and future work to upgrade the LOSA-X tracking
system involves dedicated manufacturing methods to create the
mechanical parts of LOSA-X. Circuit board construction and
assembly may be performed on SMT assembly station using
IPC-A-610 Class 2 standard. ARM Cortex M7 microprocessors will be used in future versions to allow for faster computation. A 16-Channel, 16-Bit ADC, such as the ADS1162,
could be used to sample LOSA sensors at 23.7kSPS/channel
for faster data acquisition and higher dynamic range.
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